PEER-LEADER INTERNATIONAL
Learning by collaborative development of ideas

Guidelines

North-South-Dialogue in global youth organisations
Within the network of PEER-LEADER INTERNATIONAL young people from different countries
but with similar challenges can learn together and from each other about topics relevant
for them. The shared context of action is important for them to develop a cooperative
culture and to understand the world as complex system. International exchange has clearly
defined functions and is hereby embedded in the overall concept.
For the exchange the young people are putting their topics into words in order to present
them to the others. They receive feedback and begin to perceive their local issues through
the eyes of the other. This leads to a more profound understanding of the own situation.
By the network the young people are faced with global challenges. Issues related to
globalization, justice and sustainability, which they already were aware of but could not
articulate before. And they also learn how their own environment is involved in global
change.
Learning about current challenges of the partners and their handling of these inspires own
activities. The existing groups can evolve by taking impulses from other groups. The ideas
include good forms of action as well as new topics to learn about.
With the evolving, complex world view the young people act at the local level, but they
are also aware that their actions are connected with the living conditions of people in
other countries, and consider the global dimension during all their activites. In this
project, the leitmotif of Agenda 21 "Think globally, act locally" is part of our daily life.
Various forms of exchange facilitate these results:
•

•

•

•
•

Long-term volunteering: internships, ecological voluntary year abroad (FÖJ) or
European Voluntary Service enable young people to participate for a long time in
other peer leader groups. These volunteers are important communication
interfaces, since they incorporate knowledge from their own group in their work
and communicate experiences to their home group.
Short-term encounters: During international conferences, the young people meet
each other in person. This is essential to feel connected and to gain energy for
further activities.
Internet: Mainly results are presented on the website so far. In addition, the
Facebook group is used, as is common among young people, to express lifestyles
and personalities. Discussions about political subjects are difficult to initiate.
Speakers: Active persons from the international partners lead workshops on various
topics of everyday life in other Peer-Leader groups.
Project involvement: Youths and young adults of the partner groups are invited to
take part in specific projects as external experts. Hereby the resources of the
network are best used
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Subjects
The selection of topics is far less critical to the development of global awareness and a
differentiated, complex world view than is often assumed. Of course topics of education
for sustainable development like waste, water, poverty, climate change provide an
excellent basis for global networking. But there is also the risk, that usual North-South
relations are reproduced, where the German partner helps the partners in the Global
South.
During the project it turned out to be much more benefitial that issues were selected from
the living environment and the fields of interest of the young people in both countries.
This can be achieved best if young people set their own topics. Self-determination
positively effects the energy to deal with the topics and the sustainability of the impact of
the learning experience.
This does not mean that issues of sustainable development and global transformation are
excluded. Especially when groups from Germany and partner countries develop and define
common issues, the young people themselves will put them on the agenda. An introduction
can make it easier for young people to articulate their issues rather then to bring them up
to these topics.
Global Awareness
The most suitable form to make global connections visible has been by the regular
presence of authentic persons from the partner countries. Long-term volunteers are
integrated into the groups and take part with their different perspective in the decision
making. Short workshops with professionals and experienced Peer-Leader from the partner
countries are also of high value. They confront the young people with new and different
perspectives.
Internet
Internet as a communication tool proved to be hardly working. It was not possible to
initiate substantive discussions among the youths. To demand more intensive use of the
internet contradicts to the principle of self-directed work. Asked for the reasons for the
lack of discussion the following aspects were mentioned:
• Long, substantive texts discourage rather, they create the impression that
participation is exhausting,
• The need to formulate arguments can make knowledge gaps visible,
• In written words different levels of education are clearly visible, which means that
many young people do not dare to express their opinion in a written form.
The obstacles to substantive communication via the internet can be reduced if other nonlanguage-based forms (e.g. songs or photos - www.buzzfeed.com) are used. These should
be framed by a holistic, self-selected tasks (e.g. all groups produce a song together, the
items will be exchanged on Youtube / Facebook).
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Stability
There are many power imbalances in projects with partners in the Global South:
•

•

•
•
•

•

The partners in Germany have much easier access to funding and thus more
opportunities to achieve continuous operation, staff continuity and internal
organizational learning,
Communication between several partners in the Global South is running normally
star shaped via the partners in Germany, since for South-South cooperation no
funding opportunities exist and it is barely recognized in the partner countries,
In Germany extracurricular education is largely established, so that research is
made about places, methods and quality,
The applied project management standards are often based on European work
patterns and structures,
On many issues (gender, culture of remembrance) clearly defined points of view
exist in Germany due to the professional discourse, whose normative position is
often imposed on and accepted by the partnership unconsciously,
The believe that political and economic systems can be changed is unequal, too,
partly because of activists of the Global South know that their governments have
relatively little influence in global political decisions and are often dependent on
countries of the Global North.

To reach stable networks, it is required to deal with these imbalances in a constructive
way, which has to be developed by the partners together.
In a discussion within the German team and representatives of project partners from the
Global South, it was expressed that the partners can be strengthened less by financial or
technical support then by involving them in all discussions and planning processes. They
need to feel able to influence decisions and norms in the Global North. Participation has to
allow them to articulate their interests and needs in Germany and win sipporters for their
needs themselves.
This approach is fundamentally different from traditional development cooperation (e.g.
promotion of the rule of law) as well as from the standard programmes of Global Learning
in which German educational practitioners decide about changes required in the German
society to improve living conditions in the partner countries. This approach really
empowers partners in the Global South to speak up for their rights and interests in the
Global North.
Possibilities of implementation are:
•
•
•

•

Integration of partners from the Global South at team meetings via Skype,
Joint development of modules for workshops on various social issues,
Structures of decision-making within the network, which offer possibilities of
participation for all and encourage South-South dialogue (2-4-all in a group, then
dialogue of 2-4-all groups)
Invitation of workshops speakers from the project partners with an appreciative
payment.
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The following educational material is a result of an exchange of team members from
Bosnia, Germany and Tunisia and a second exchange of team members from Bosnia,
Germany and South Africa. It strives to break the Eurocentric perspective existing in many
educational materials on global issues and to include the perspectives of different
countries. The material should be applicable in the qualification for peer-leaders but also
in other formal and non-formal learning contexts.

Gender and human rights in a global world
Definitions
GENDER in our understanding means how society perceives your biological sex and which
expectations (in regard to behaviour and sexual orientation) are generated out of this
perception. It is a social construction dependant on culture, religion, social class and time,
but also a personal choice of each individual, how much the social perception is integrated
into one’s own concept of self.
In this definition we regard gender as well as the biological sex not as a dichotomist
system, where you can be either man or woman, male or female but rather a continuous
line with every human being including both aspects in varying shares.
DISCRIMINATION for us is a different valorisation of social groups and the use of power and
structural circumstances to maintain the power relations and force people to stick to the
attributed behaviour. Therefore the rights of others are limited because of their gender,
age, health, nationality, social class, appearance, religion, sexual orientation etc. by those
having the normative power to define, what are the right behaviour and the normal
physical status, if it is on purpose or not.

The objective
The material should assist address inequalities in between the genders and assist young
boys and girls to develop an identity free from (self-)imposed restraints. It is desired that
besides an individual reflection of one’s own gender role, the material promotes tolerance
and diversity and empowers the individual to change unfavourable power relations.
Including the global scales has the following purposes:
- The global dimension makes the local issues more clear,
- Solutions for local issues may be found in the global context,
- Global influence on the local gender roles are recognized (supranational media,
global conflict between liberal and conservative groups),
- An overall empathy with different people and groups around the world is created as
gender is only one aspect of discrimination.
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Local issues
Germany
Although the German society appears to be quite liberal with the way gender roles are
lived by the individual, there are critical issues for men and women, boys and girls as well
as intersexual and transsexual people.
- The external attributions and expectations of others are deeply internalized. Still
leaving the expected way of behaviour is linked to many fears.
- Men and women feel the dilemma between having time for their family and
advancing in their career. The individual is free to choose, but while woman
without family are often watched with pity, men who take parental leave are not
considered serious.
- While the educational system may privilege girls, because of their more quiet and
adjusted behaviour, the career opportunities are only similar at the lower job
levels. Although equally qualified the payment is significantly less than for men in
the same positions and above a certain level of hierarchy and wages nearly no
women can be found (glass ceiling).
- In business, politics and society attitudes like cooperation, empathy, balancing of
interests are wanted or even required but still these qualities are not
acknowledged, as they are considered female and weak. New management styles
that are based on less hierarchy and more participatory and cooperative leadership
are often difficult to implement due to the appreciation of male qualities such as
assertiveness, authority and competitiveness.
- Widely people are forced to define as male or female. There is no neutral space
such as sex-neutral toilettes causing difficulties for transgender, transsexual and
intersexual people.
- While legally homosexuals are mostly equal, within the society there is widespread
homophobia.
- In media sex sells, why stereotype role models are displayed and women are used
as sex objects.
- The legitimation of prostitutions faces the dilemma of on the one hand providing an
opportunity for prostitutes’ rights and on the other hand increasing the amount of
sex on sale and even trafficking.
- The relations in the families are passed down to the children. Already in early years
girls are more often called beautiful and asked to help with the housework while
boys are usually considered wild and receive presents like toy-weapons. In the
educational system women are dominant, leaving boys with difficulties to find role
models.
- Looks are extremely important amongst young people. A measure of ideal female
and male looks is imposed on all youths.
- Both gender deal differently with frustration. While boys tend to violence girls tend
to auto-aggression.
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Bosnia-Herzegovina
Gender equality has been shown as a large problem inside of Bosnia and Herzegovina:
- Definitions of gender are strictly based to which sex you are. Cross-sexual
orientation, i.e. defining your gender opposite to your sex, is not accepted by large
parts of the community. Homophobia is quite present.
- As society creates a rather strict regime, how the gender roles have to be, there’s
only little space for the individual to develop an own identity independent of social
pressure. No need to mention, that there is no neutral space.
- A lot of discrimination based on sex happens in rural areas where women are
constantly degraded by their gender and sex. The power of women in the rural
areas is weak. Men are still in charge at home with strict regulations on how women
should behave.
- Generally women are forced to do tough jobs at home which are considered as free
work, while men are the providers for the family.
- Discriminating employment practise in which employees are looking to gender and
sex while providing job is frequently observed. For example: jobs are not given to
women because of the possibility of being pregnant or simply because the job is
attributed to be male. In the latter, it is also practised that men are denied a job
because it is attributed to be female.
- A lot of things which are being broadcasted through media and commercials are
tending to be sexist, mainly degrading women. But the worst problem is that there
are no concerns to this in large parts of the community. The consciousness on
discrimination is not widely spread.
- Education is not giving enough encouragement to young people to create an equal
society. There are few good non-formal projects, but non-formal education is just
starting to be acknowledged in the country.
- Rooted in the poor economic situation, people are trying to show themselves in a
better position than they really are. Thereby stereotypical images of good looks are
reproduced.
- Finding a good opportunity for marriage is promoted as to marry someone from a
higher social status by media, parents and individuals.

Tunisia
There is a broad variety of lifestyles amongst young women in Tunisia. The following
examples may illustrate the range, without the expectation to cover the variety entirely.
I.: She is a student in Tunis. She always has been raised liberally. In order to oppose the
restrictive norms for women in the Tunisian society, she wants to provoke by smoking in
public, drinking alcohol, dressing freely and talking deliberately about sex. In her opinion
all these activities are quite usual for the Tunisian society but typically done in secret.
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D.: She has been raised by a rather traditional family and keeps most of the religious rules
by conviction. Her family has promised her to a cousin. After several years of engagement,
she decided to dissolve the relationship, because she felt not being accepted in her
personality, being treated as a possession and hence restricted in her personal
development. For taking this courageous step, she had before assured herself of the
support of her father, but still her decision caused a severe tension in the family.
R.: She is a qualified teacher waiting for an opportunity to work in school. Her home is a
small town in the south of Tunisia. On the one hand, she is bored by always sitting at
home, only watching TV and chatting via facebook. She would love to enjoy more free time
variety such as going to cafés, dancing, etc. But for women in her home town, these kind
of activities are restricted and her family is watching closely, that she sticks to the social
rules of the community. Opposing her family is a no-go, as the family is the main point of
reference in her live. Since she is 14, she is looking forward for the day, she's going to
found her own family. The parents arranged an engagement with a cousin working in the
army, who she will marry soon. Although she sees the marriage as the only possible way of
live, she is worried of loosing her independence.
I.: She is raised in a conservative family in a small town in the South of Tunisia. She strictly
follows the rules of the society without feeling limited by them. While she has her duties
in the house, her brothers are responsible to take care of her outside. For example, if she
wants to meet someone, her brothers will drive her there and back.
F: She is a youth worker in a rural youth center in the South of the country. Her village is
known to be progressive but generally provides only few opportunities. Most life takes
place within the few big families. In her family she was raised to be a strong woman.
Especially her uncle introduced ideas of gender equality. Hence she became very
independent. For some time she lived in the cities of the North, where she got accustomed
to a liberal lifestyle. She is not covering her hair, visiting cafés, walking in public also at
nighttime. But in the South, she faces difficulties to maintain her way of life. She would
not be accepted in cafés and for important meetings, she wears the scarf to cover her
hair. For her, it does not matter, that she is not married at the age of 35 but her
environment does pity her.
Lifestyles of older women are less diversified. Many of them see their duty in raising the
children and taking care of the house work, but due to the policies of the former president
Bourguiba, who did recognize that women participation in the labour market is needed for
the economic development of the country, the opportunity for women to work was always
open. Hence many women are working in schools, offices, shops, hotels, factories and even
in crafts. Especially in the public administration, women also got leading roles, although
are only very few women in top positions in industry or government.
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Gender and Globalisation
The globalising world offers boys and girls an increasing diversity to live out one’s identity.
Stimulation is given by different cultures from around the globe, which are more and more
intertwined. Also gender roles become more fluent with a larger range of opportunities.
But on the other hand the tendency towards free choices contains the challenge to define
one’s identity without fixed guidelines of tradition as orientation. New role models –
usually from the globalised entertainment industry – take over the lead.
Additionally the increasing freedom of choice is challenged by forces that strive to
maintain the old structures of society – usually with themselves as normative powers. Most
evident: Social pressure, restrictive regulations and even violence are used to force women
to stick to traditional roles, depriving them from many chances and violating their (human)
rights.
Despite these backward oriented movements former power imbalances between women
and men are changing in the globalising world. Men maintaining their former macho
attitude and typical boy’s rivalry risk to end up in a disadvantaged position. This is
revealed in the fact that globally young men are facing increasingly more problems to get
access to jobs than young women – although it has to be mentioned that access of women
to higher positions still is limited in most of the countries in the world. For many men
unemployment and economic dependency on their wives causes a clash with their
perception of their gender role. A redefinition of being a man is required, otherwise
frustration and its side-effects are rising.

Key Questions
For us there are six key questions, that lead to a reflected perspective on gender:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What are positive characteristics of a person?
How can you be that positive person?
How does society see the ideal man/woman?
Can homosexuals have these positive traits of character?
How does the expectation of the society stop you to be that ideal person?
Where are you appreciated for the traits of character which you mentioned
positive?

Further questions opening more specific aspects are:
- Who is your idol?
- What do boys and girls have in common?
- Would it be different to be a boy/girl?
- Who says what is normal?
- Can you imagine gender roles to be different?
- How would you like the situation to be/ expectation for your gender role to be?
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Methods
Title of the method

Images of the other

Frame

Groupsize: 4 – 20 of at least two partner countries
Age: 16-18, multipliers
Time: 40 minutes
Material: paper, colored pencils

Specific goals

-

Introduction to gender issues on a local and global level,
Reflecting stereotypes and clarifying different
perceptions.

Outline

Each participant folds a paper and individually draws on the one
side, how he/she perceives the gender relations in his/her
country and how he/she expects the gender relations in the
partner country to be or how it is perceived, if the participant
has already been in the other country.
Afterwards the participants exchange about their pictures. First
the expected situation is described before the self-portrait is
revealed. By allowing questions the different perceptions can be
exchanged and clarified. During the presentation central gender
issues are collected on the flipchart.

Background remarks

Openness
Differences in believes, parallels in the local situations

Critical moments
Variations

Gender relations can be also displayed in short theatrical
sketches, if drawing doesn’t suit the group. It also contributes to
the group process within the national groups, if they do not
know each other yet.
If the activity is applied in a unilateral context, the pictures can
be compared to the descriptions about the local gender relations
and issues provided in this handbook. In this case, the trainer
should have some knowledge about the perception of the people
from these countries, as questions cannot be put directly.

Author

Andreas Joppich
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Title of the method

The bomb alarm

Frame

Groupsize: 8 – 16
Age: 15-25
Time: 60 minutes
Material: pictures of persons

Specific goals

Reflecting on prejudices because of look, gender,
economic situation, cultural expression and place of origin

Outline

Introduction of the game
Everyone in the group picks a photo of a person. All these
persons are in a shopping mall.
Suddenly in the shopping mall a bomb alarm was triggered. The
police arrived. Amongst all the visitors of the shopping mall only
those selected by the participants had a bag like that, which
triggered the alarm. So the police keep them under arrest for a
personal interview.
Discussion
Within the group the participants can discuss, who should be let
free by the police and who is more suspicious. The participants
should make a ranking of suspiciousness.
Evaluation
The alarm was a false alarm. The participants all leave their
roles. The following questions are asked for evaluation:
- How did you feel in the situation?
- How did you develop an idea of your character?
- Why did you accuse certain persons/ consider certain
persons not to be suspicious? How would you have felt, if
you were this person (and not guilty)?
- Did it matter whether a person was a man or a woman?
- What does this say about the general perception of men
and women in society? What are the effects on both?
- What does equality in front of the law means? Which
other situations demand equality without prejudices
based on gender or looks?

Background remarks

Intercultural stereotypes are also very present in this exercise.
Therefore it is necessary to separate gender and cultural issues.
The combination of different aspects of discrimination opens a
global perspective.
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Critical moments

Participants may in reality belong to groups discriminated by the
arguments in the exercises.

Variations

It is possible to give further informations about the characters
on the backside of the photo, which can be introduced step by
step in the discussions and influence the ranking when revealed.
The exercise can be played like werewolves. Each round the
group has to decide on one person to be imprisoned and it’s the
task of the others to survive. If a person is chosen to be
imprisoned, it is revealed whether this person was guilty or not.

Author

Faten Lagha, Johanna Jäger

Pictures of persons:

© fotolia – Gina Sanders

© flickr – Nick-K

© flickr – Grooovy Easy

© flickr – janjochemo
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© flickr – Punkassphotos

© fotolia – Peter Atkins

©fotolia – Robert Kneschke

© flickr – Neil Moralee

© flickr – Kristi Lady

© fotolia – Alexey Klementiev

© fotolia – contrastwerkstatt

© flickr – antinazikoordination
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© fotolia – Dimitri Surkov

© fotolia – muro

© fotolia – SAWImedia

© fotolia – khosrork

© fotolia - Kaarsten

© fotolia – Kadmy

© fotolia – Creativa

© flickr - isurusen
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Title of the method

Adbusting

Frame

Groupsize: 5 – 30
Age: 14-18
Time: min. 45 minutes but campaigning might become ongoing
activity
Material: Print-out of advertisement pictures; examples of
changed and marked advertisements, that make fun of sexism;
flipchart; markers to overdraw pictures
Optional: computer with retouching programs; colors and paper;
photo-camera/ wireless LAN

Specific goals

-

-

Outline

Raise awareness about the influence of advertisements
and the displayed gender stereotypes on their life,
Create energy to become active against sexism and
stereotyping in advertisement (by talking to other people
in their environment about it, caricaturing
advertisements or political campaigning)

sexist advertisements from other countries
Put several actual sexist and stereotyping advertisements (with
information about country and date) from all over the world in
the middle of the group. Ask them, what they all have in
common? Ask the participants to make categories such as
displaying women as sex object, reduction of women to beauty,
displaying stereotypical men/women, insulting slogans, division
of work, women belonging to men. Collect attributes given to
men/women in a brainstorming and visualize these on a
flipchart. Reflect in the group about:
- Why are these advertisements produced?
- What does it trigger in you that these advertisements are
from all over the world?
Reflection of impacts on personal life
The participants are split into groups that should discuss the
following questions:
- How do you feel about how your gender is displayed in
the advertisements?
- Did you have personal experiences being confronted with
these role models/ expected characteristics?
- How do these advertisements shape the gender relations
in the world?
After the groups present their results, two questions should be
discussed in the whole group: How would you like gender
perception to be?
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Changing posters
The participants are asked to describe sexist and stereotyping
posters they know in their country / look for them in their local
environment or in internet. If possible the photos or pictures
from internet are printed out.
Showing some posters, where the gender of one/all portrayed
persons is changed. Ask the participants whether this changes
the sexism. In advertisements that play on the element of sex
(nudity) it won’t change, but in advertisements that use
stereotypical attributes it will make it look silly/ ridicule.
Collect other ideas to make sexism and stereotypes ridicule by
drawing on the pictures.
Campaign or Follow-Up Activity
In a classroom setting, the participants get the task to work in
groups on advertisements:
Group 1: How to make the same advertisement not
sexist/stereotyping?
Group 2: How to change posters to make stereotypes and
sexism look silly by redrawing or computer retouching?
In a more open context, the participants are asked for ideas,
what they could do in real against sexism and stereotypical
displaying of men and women in advertisement. Several options
are possible:
- Production of a symbolic stencil or stickers (sticking with
water) to mark sexism
- Spread retouched advertisements via facebook, replay
video advertisements and spread via youtube
- Produce stickers (sticking with water)
- Street theatre replaying known commercials from TV,
- Produce graffiti against sexism,
- Complaining to the public control authority for
commercials (Werberat),
- Lobbying for more strict regulations by collecting
signatures,
- Flyers and protest actions against certain products
advertised with sexist or stereotyping commercials.
Evaluation
After the exhibition or campaign a little closing round should be
made in which the outcomes of discussions with visitors from
outside the group are collected or the outcome of the campaign
is evaluated.
The participants are given further information about:
- Where to complain about sexist advertisement,
- Which other campaigns exist, e.g. initiative in Berlin
Funded by the German ministry for international cooperation within the program for development education (FEB)
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Background remarks

Kreuzberg for advertisement free public space,
Women initiatives from all over the world.

The collection of sexist and stereotyping advertisements from all
over the world creates a strong emotional reaction, which in our
experience doesn’t need an intervention by the facilitator to
lead to intensive discussions. Still we consider it as valuable to
reflect on different layers of impacts: On the emotional level,
participants can feel offended by the characteristics attributed
to their gender. On the level of personal relations the
participants may have been confronted with certain
expectations by others. It is probably more difficult to
understand, that globally structures of inequality are fortified by
advertisements that promote men to be the winners and women
to be submissive objects. Already in the early childhood we are
formed by these images.
It has to be understood that advertisements and society
influence each other. The existence of sexist advertisement is
partly caused by sexist views in the target group. But on the
other hand, advertisements create subconscious ideals of men
and women that we internalize and refer to in our self-image as
well as in the judgment of others.
Therefore by asking about, how the participants would like
gender relations to be, a positive vision is created that is not
only limited to the gender relations displayed in the
advertisement but applicable generally to society. This vision
will be much more motivating and easier to communicate then
just fighting against the existing images.
The set of activities starts with a global perspective to show the
global dimension of the issue but then concretizes the topic in
personal experience and local action. We thereby achieve that
the participants find ways to act against sexism and stereotyping
on a local level, while being aware of the global dimension of
the issue.

Critical moments

Young people might like the jokes of the advertisement. This is
usually because the effect on the portrayed group of society is
not fully understood. Instead of blaming the participants it is
preferable to discuss the border between fun/joke and
sexism/insult? As authors we recommend, to only allow jokes
about the groups oneself belongs to.

Variations

Instead of an exhibition the project can be directly designed as
theatre project. After discussing the impacts of the
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advertisements on the participant’s lives and on society, they
can collect TV-spots with sexist elements. Then they develop
scenes where they change genders or ridicule these in another
way to point out the stereotypical displaying and sexism.
Authors

Alexander Slijepcevic, Marei Schmoliner, Andreas Joppich

Exemplary posters:

“Leave your worries behind” (INDIA)

“Best for all positions” (CROATIA, 2010)

„Me, football, wife - Without the unnecessary pleasure is perfect, 30% less fat” (BOSNIA, 2010)
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„Parking made easy - the Volkswagen Golf with Park Distance Control“ (GERMANY, 2009)

“Can she make you lose control?“ (UK, 2012)

“Astronauts get the hottest rockets – become a sexist!” (GERMANY, 2012)
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Gang rape (SPAIN, 2007)

“Nearly as beautiful as a woman – but ticking (thinking) correctly”
(SWITZERLAND, 2003)

“Some tasks are better outsourced (passed on)”
(UK, 2013)

“My Krapfen (Pastries)
are the most beautiful…
and best! Pure nature.”
(AUSTRIA 2014)

“Men don’t show their emotions,
they swallow them” (AUSTRIA, 2011)
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„The ultimate attraction, BMW“ (GERMANY, 2011)

(SOUTH AFRICA, 2012)

“My Muesli pirates” overcoming challenges and “My müsli princesses” being kidnapped by dragons
(AUSTRIA, 2013)
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Collection of other good practice methods
The below named methods are used in the participating project countries in gender and
anti-discrimination education and serve as good practices.
Workshop methods
“sexist or not”: Different situations are judged whether they are sexist or not. The cards
with these situations can be placed on a scale (barometer) or the participants have to take
positions in the room to express their opinions.
“Exercise of tenderness”: The participants are grouped in pairs and asked to look into the
eyes of the other/ battle with compliments/ caress the other. This could be done within a
boys group or mixed.
“Characteristics of men and women”: Characteristics of men and women are collected in a
table on the flipchart. Afterwards the sex is exchanged. Some characteristics may still be
fitting, others not. Gender and sex can be thereby distinguished.
“One step forward”: All participants start next to each other in a line. Then they are asked
questions about structural discrimination. If they are relevant for the individual a step
forward is made. The participants can represent themselves or be given a character.
“Identity molecules” (Anti-bias): Each participant draws on a paper the groups he/she
belongs to as circles around his name. In small groups they exchange on: Which groups
were chosen? How do you feel belonging to the groups you did not choose? What kind
behavior is expected of you because you belong to these groups? Have you experienced
barriers or limitations because you belong to one of the groups?
“Power flower” (Anti-bias): A flower with 16 inner segments is filled. Each segment is
given an aspect that determines power in the society such as sex, age, racialized group,
religion, sexual orientation, physical health, … Then in the outer leave of each segment
the group the most powerful in the society is written, in the inner leave the group the
least powerful. Each participant marks, which groups he belong to, and if he/she belongs
to a group in between marks the line between the leaves. The results are reflected in
pairs.
“Free expression of emotions”: Of a set of emotions each participant marks how freely
he/she expresses these. It is reflected, why certain emotions are more difficult to express
than others, and how this relates to gender.
“Animal attributes”: Animals are placed into the categories rather female or rather male.
Then for each of the animals attributes are collected. When the animals are replaced, the
attributes are left on the gender sides. Does it fit? Is it logical, as there are male and
female bears, wolves, antelopes? Stereotypes are made visible.
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“Find the homosexual”: The group is presented several pictures of men/women. They
should discuss and find out, who is homosexual. At the end, it is revealed that all of them
despite all differences in their appearance are homosexual.
“Worst labels”: Everybody gives a worst attribute (such as betrayer, bitch, …) to his/her
neighbor. Then the participants should act like the label. It is reflected: How did you feel?
What does it mean to give this label to a person?
“Positive character”: The group collects positive traits of character. The participants can
give these positive characteristics to another person in the group, to whom they feel it
fits. Words can be used several times. Probably none of them will be only given to
boys/girls.
“The assembled face”: A face is being put together out of different elements. Then it is
reflected, whether the face looks more male or female.
“Game of the little hearts”: Reactions on situations with gender issues.
Classroom
“Gender neutral language”: In language classes it is taught how gender neutral or fair
language is correctly used and what are the differences in the various forms.
“Box of contraception tools”: In sex education a box of contraception tools is placed in the
middle of the room. The students have the task to explain them. Costs and safety
information are given. To reflect on gender roles, it should be asked, who is the person
responsible for contraception.
“Girls/Boys days”: These days are used for professional orientation in Germany and offer
opportunities for girls to explore MINT (mathematics, IT, natural science and technology
jobs) or for boys to explore social job opportunities. Thereby they might discover personal
skills and interests against their gender attribution. www.girls-day.de/ www.boys-day.de
Youth work
“Messanger”: The boys and girls are separated. Both decide on questions to ask the other
side. A messanger delivers the questions and both groups have to try to find answers. If
different opinions exist within one group, this should be to recognize in the answer.
“Reflected outdoor activities”: Outdoor activities such as canoeing, camping create many
gender relevant situations and distributions of tasks. These could be reflected and certain
tasks may be given against their attribution.
“Forum theatre” (Theatre of the oppressed): Scenes of oppression are displayed by actors
or developed in small subgroups and then presented to the rest of the group. After having
seen the scene once the audience is asked to exchange characters in order to liberate the
oppressed person. This can be especially useful in girls/ women/ homosexual groups.
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“Theater scenes”: A theatre performance is prepared by the group. In this performance
gender roles/ sexes are swapped.
“Hip hop”: Hip hop usually uses very stereotyping and sexist images of men and women.
But some artists offer alternative viewpoints such as Sookee (Germany). On these texts it
can be worked, which world the youth would prefer to live in. They can produce their own
hip-hop-song.
“Display diversity”: Existing diversity is usually hidden behind the construct of a common
culture (within a nation, within every institution or informal group). To display the existing
diversity opens for their acceptance. A photo-exhibition is one opportunity but there are
others to constantly make diversity visible.

Literature
“Compass” tools for youth education - coe.int/compass
Sexism against men:
http://www.quora.com/Sexism/What-are-some-common-forms-of-sexism-that-men-face
Mischen is possible – Gender Parcour (German):
http://www.gender-nrw.de/index.php?id=165&type=1
Initiative against sexism in advertisement (Austria):
http://www.watchgroup-sexismus.at/cms/
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Remembrance Culture
Learning from the past – building our future
Methods
Title

Hereos in the past, but now?

Time frame

60 - 75 min.

topics

Human
rights,
humanity

Frame

School class / group (max. 30 person)
from age 14 up

Goals

-Getting to know important persons from the
past, their lives and famous quotes
-getting ideas about a transfer and importance
for today
- developing own mindset on global topics like
humanity, human rights, freedeom and
responsibility
- global view (people from all around the world
work on the same subjects)

Key questions

–
What can we learn from these people?
–
Why should we remember what they
did/said?

Remarks for multiplication

For every specic participant group, one can
change either the quotes and also add other
„heroes“ in order to make it easier to
understand. For example if there is a famous
local person, who also worked on the named
topics, this one can be added to give a local
background and maybe the participants can
refer to persons they already heard about.

Author

Kathrin Wolf, Maik Bischoff, Mpostoli Michael
Mahlangu, Tamara Maletic

responsibility,
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Course of action
No

action

time

1

Introduction (everybody)

5-10 Min

2

5 smallgroups (Picture & quotes)

10 Min

3

Description of 1 person for every smallgroup

10 Min

4

Presentation

15 Min

5

Discussion

15 Min

6

conclusion

5 Min

7

Saying goodbye

5 Min

After the introduction of everyone involved (maybe a game of getting to know names) and
an overview about the lesson, the participants divide themselves into five smallgroups.
Every group is getting five pictures (Mandela, E. Roosevelt, Andric, A. Frank, Gandhi) and
five written quotes. Within the groups the participants first clarify if they know some of
the persons shown.
Then the different quotes are read and the group discuss what they can imply. They also
try to determine which person said which quote. (This can be done like a small „memory
game“.)
Next every group will focus on one of the five person with the help of a short biography
description in order to present „their“ person after that in the plenum.
After the presentation the group discusses about the quotes and persons.
Example questions:
–
Do we know persons, who did/say similar things?
–
What can we learn from these people?
–
Why should we remeber what they did?
–
Which of the mentioned topics are still popular today?
–
with which person i can personally identify?
–
Can we find a common sense in these quotes?
For a conclusion the participant group trys to find a generally accepted statement related
to the example persons and quotes, on which they can agree.
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1.Quotes
Ivo Andrić
One shouldn´t be afraid of the humans. Well, I am not afraid of the humans, but of what is
unhuman in them.
Niemand sollte vor anderen Menschen Angst haben. Ich habe keine Angst vor Menschen
sondern nur vor dem, wozu sie fähig sind.
Nelson Mandela
No one is born hating another person because of the color of his skin, or his background, or
his relingion. People must learn to hate, and if they can learn to hate, they can be taught
to love, for love comes more naturally to the human heart than its opposite.
Niemand wird geboren, um einen anderen Menschen zu hassen. Menschen müssen zu
hassen lernen und wenn sie zu hassen lernen können, dann kann ihnen auch gelehrt
werden zu lieben. Denn Liebe empfindet das menschliche Herz viel natürlicher als ihr
Gegenteil.
Anne Frank
I don't believe that the big men, the politicians and the capitalists alone are guilty of the
war. Oh, no, the little man is just as keen, otherwise the people of the world would have
risen in revolt long ago.
Ich glaube nicht, dass der Krieg nur von den Großen, von den Regierenden gemacht wird.
Nein, die Kleinen sind ebenso dafür. Sonst hätten sich die Völker schon längst dagegen
erhoben!
Eleanor Roosevelt
It isn't enough to talk about peace. One must believe in it. And it isn't enough to believe in
it. One must work at it.
Es ist nicht genug, nur über den Frieden zu sprechen. Man muss an ihn glauben. Und es ist
nicht genug, nur an ihn zu glauben. Man muss auch an ihm arbeiten.
Mahatma Ghandi
Be the change you wish to see in the world.
Sei du selbst die Veränderung, die du dir wünschst für diese Welt.
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2. short biographies
Ivo Andrić (1892 -1975) was an author and a Nobel prize winner from former Yugoslavia.
He studied philosophy in different countries from 1914 to 1924. During his studies in
Austria he was political active and therefore put to prison during World War I by the
austrian government.
During the time of World War II, Andrić lived in Belgrade, writing his novels, including his
famous one „The Bridge on the Drina“.
He won a Nobel Prize in Literature in 1961. Particular unique was that he donated all of
the prize money for the improvement of libraries in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Andric is well known in all parts of former Yugoslavia due to his origins that he was born in
Bosnia, his parents came from Croatia and he later lived in Serbia.
All through his life he had been a big believer in the unity of Yugoslavia and peace
between the different ethnics living there..
Nelson Mandela was a South African anti-apartheid revolutionary, politician and a
President from 1994 to 1999.
As a young law student he became involved in political opposition to the white minority
regime and also joined the political party African National Congress (ANC).
He was arrested multiple times because of his acting in politics. He spent 27 years in prison
and was eventually released on February 1990.
After his release, Mandela returned to the ANC political party and led it to the first
country's multi-ethnic elections. He was the first black president of South Africa (1994 1999).
Following his retirement as president in 1999, Mandela went on to become an advocate for
a variety of social and human-rights organisations.
In 2004 he retired from public life but his name is still used to promote charitable work
fighting poverty and AIDS through the Nelson Mandela Foundation.
He gained international acclaim for his activism, having received more than 250 honours,
including the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize, the US Presidential Medal of Freedom, and the
Soviet Order of Lenin. He is held in deep respect within South Africa, where he is often
described as "the father of the nation".
Anne Frank was a Jewish girl who has to go into hiding during World War 2 to avoid
deportation of jewish people by the Nazis. Together with her family and friends (8 people
alltogether) she hided in the secret annex on the Prinsengracht 263 in Amsterdam. After
almost 2 years in hiding they were discovered and deported to different concentration
camps. Anne died in the concentration camp Bergen-Belsen in early 1945.
Anne’s father, Otto Frank, was the only one of the eight people to survive. After her death
Anne became world famous because of the diary she wrote while in hiding.
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Anna Eleanor Roosevelt (1884 –1962) was an American politician and defender of human
rights. She was the wife of united States of America President Franklin Roosevelt .
She fought for womens rights, the rights of African Americans and Asian Americans, and
also the rights of World War II refugees.
During her time Roosevelt was a seen very controversial for her outspokenness, especially
because of her stancdpoints on racial issues.
When her husband became president, the United States were in a big economical crisis
with alot of people loosing their jobs and a spreading poverty.
Being the „First Lady“ Eleanor decided to travel all around the country to see the
circumstances people were living in.
Also during World War 2 she was widely active and began working for the Red Cross. She
also traveled to the war places in europe and Southern pacific to visit wounded soldiers.
Even after her husband died in 1945 she continued her work in politics for the rest of her
life. For seven years she represented the United States at the United Nations (UN). While a
member, she helped to write the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi (1869 – 1948) was the leader of the freedom movement in
India during the colonisation by Great Britain.
Gandhi led India to independence and inspired movements for civil rights and freedom
across the world. The Title Mahatma applied to him first in 1914 in South Africaan has the
meaning of „high-souled“.This title became known worldwide for him and is now used all
over. In India Gandhi is also called „Bapu“, which has the meaning of father.
Gandhi was born in India in a hindu family and later went to London to study law. After
taht period he became a lawyer in South Africa and working there for civil rights of the
indian based community. Here he got in touch and learned civil and non-violent
disobidience.. After his return to India in 1915, he organised labour protsts against land-tax
and discrimination. Assuming leadership of the Indian National Congress in 1921, Gandhi
led nationwide campaigns for easing poverty, expanding women's rights, building religious
and ethnic amity. But his biggest goal was the indepence of India as a nation.
He was put to sentence in prison for many years, in both South Africa and India for his
activism. Gandhi attempted to practise nonviolence in all situations, and taught others do
the same. He also often used fasting as a form of protest.
In the late 1940ties religious violence broke out in some Indian regions and Gandhi took
several fasting periods to fight for religious tolerance. On one of them he was assasinated
by an Indian Nationalist.
3. Pictures
You can find a wide variety of pictures of the featured People on the Internet.
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Title

Our Treasure for the future

Time frame

45 – 60 Min.

topics

Global society, common values

Frame

School class/group (max. 30 Person)
age 10 -14

goals

Discover own values
find common values in global society
caring for future generations

Key questions

What is so important in my life that i want to
treasure it and preserve it for future
generations

Remarks for multiplication

Can also be used without the DVD

Author

Maik Bischoff

Course of action
No

action

time

1

Introduction (little get to
know game)

10 Min.

2

Part of DVD

8-15 Min.

3

Mind map in groups

10 Min

4

My treasure chest for the
future

10–15 Min

5

Exhibition

10 Min

First everybody introduces him-/herself which
can be done by using a little game. Important is
that we start the lesson with hearing and saying
everybodies names, so that we create a
„welcome-feeling“ and treasure every single
participant.
After that one or two sections of the movie
„The big treasure chest for the children of the
future“ is shown to the group. The idea of the
movie is a project that is done since the year
1999 in more than 15 countries worldwide. In
every country children build a treasure chest
and fill it with paintings, self-written poetry,
pictures,selfmade movies etc.. All of the things
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in the treasure chest represent wishes, values and dreams that are most important for the
children who made it. They want to preserve it for future generations, so that future kids
can also enjoy their lives and still can live in an healthy environment.
In smallgroups the participants now think of their own treasure and things they want to
preserve by creating a mindmap. They can also include first ideas out of the movie
excerpt.
An important question to ask or discuss in the beginning of this part is why there is a need
to preserve something and for whom.
The Ideas then can be painted or written or pictures can be taken (needs more time).
The small groups or as a Variation the whole group (interesting for a school class) can think
of where to put their own treasure aand for whom they will preserve it.
Ideas
•
•
•
•
•

could be:
next 1.grade in a elementary school
younger brothers or sisters
preserve it for a certain time (1 year/ 10 years)
create an exhibition
….

In the end of the lesson the group creates a small exhibition of all their treasure.
Variations:
1. If you have more time than one lesson, you can also build your own treasure boxes
that can be stored for a fixed time the group has agreed on.
2. You create treasure letters with the group. After a certain time (3 month …) you
mail these back to the participants. Interesting question here“ Is the treasure still
important to me?
Materials
paper
color pens
camera for taking pictures
DVD: Big treasure chest for future kids
You can find excerpts of the DVD online:
(in english language)
Belarus: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pw7XR2bacHI
Germany: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5cFb4pKbJKY
South Africa: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqyfVKGj0Mk
Tibet: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M23Byw-GNXk
Mexico: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vzpy2yLNkTo
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